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Crafted in Britain,
every Truedor
product is finished
to perfection.
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This range of high performance
new front doors from established
manufacturer IG Doors, can be fully
customised to your own specification.
Truly.

❝

Your home deserves a facade that makes
a statement. But modern, composite doors
can do this and more. They provide the best
security for your castle, protect you from the
extremes of British weather and offer true
durability. So which is the best composite door
for you? By choosing Truedor, you will benefit
from a wide variety of styles, sizes,
colours, glazing and fixtures.
George Clarke

❞
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Truedor Ranges
cezanne

TR37

TR04

TR32

matisse

TR33

TR1F

TR22

TR29

TR06

TR1K

TR1L

TR1M

TR1B

Cottage range / Page 40

mondrian

TR09

TR17

TR1C

TR76

Contemporary range / Page 46
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TR80*

TR05

TR1G
rembrandt

TR36*

TR94

*Specially designed to suit narrow openings, see page 58 for details.

Turner

TR1J

TR27
gauguin

TR86

traditional range / Page 20

TR1H

TR02

whistler

monet

TR1E

TR01

TR35*

da vinci

goya

TR1D

TR61

TR13

Truedor Glass Patterns

Arctic

Clear

Chantilly

Charcoal Sticks

Contora

Cotswold

Digital

Everglade

Flemish

Florielle

Mayflower

Minster

Oak

Pelerine

Satin

Stippolyte

Taffeta

Warwick

T

ruedor is a new range of strong,
long-lasting and affordable GRP
composite doors.

We choose to work with this material
because it won’t warp, split or rust and can
be made to look like timber but with none of
the disadvantages. GRP composite is robust
and delivers the same aesthetic appeal as
timber. Why use anything else?
Across three collections, our 32 individual,
quality front door styles can be coloured and
finished to your personal specification.

Square Lead

Diamond Lead
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George Clarke
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I feel that consumers can
rely on IG Doors to meet their
demands and expectations

A MUTUAL
APPRECIATION OF
QUALITY
A

s an architect who has
worked all over the country,
and completely renovated
his own Edwardian home in
London, I know how passionately
people feel about the buildings in
which they live.
I agreed to work with IG Doors on
its launch of the Truedor range of
products because I felt that they
shared this passion for high quality,
beautifully finished homes. They
know that the front door plays a
crucial role in the overall look of
a property and that discerning
home owners are looking for a
healthy balance of affordability and
star craftsmanship when making
purchasing decisions for the home.

IG Doors proves that top
specification products are still
being made in the UK using tried
and trusted techniques that don’t
compromise on safety, choice or
aesthetic appeal.

They expect providers to guarantee
quality standards and conduct
themselves ethically while delivering
on time at a reasonable price.
I feel that consumers can rely on
IG Doors to meet their demands
and expectations, so I’m very happy
As a well established manufacturing
to support them in the exciting new
company, IG Doors has a long
venture that is Truedor.
pedigree of designing high class
front doors for over 30 years, for the
housebuilding industry to call upon.
Today’s consumers demand a
variety of product choice as well
as excellent customer service.
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Colours & Finishes
Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes
Golden
oak

Rosewood

O

ur composite door designs are available
in a range of five standard colours and
two woodstain finishes, but with our high
specification paint plant, we can provide a wide
range of specialist colours and a colour matching
service. This state-of-the-art mixing system allows
a choice of colour options from the popular RAL
colour range – it’s a veritable rainbow and means
there is a colour for everyone.
Personalising your composite exterior door from
Truedor doesn’t end with the style, colour and
finish. There is an extensive range of high quality
accessories to choose from to suit the overall look
of your home. Our corrosion resistant handles,
letterplates, knockers, numerals and eyeviewers
have been manufactured to an extremely high
standard of performance.
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HERITAGE Colours

it’s a veritable rainbow
and means there is a
colour for everyone.

Braemar
green

Larkspur
Blue

Willow

Brunswick
green

Wine
red

Slate
Grey

Desert
Sand

Camouflage
Beige

Anthracite
Grey

Silver
grey

Bespoke Colours
Our mixing system allows a choice of
colour options from the RAL colour range.

NOTE: We have faithfully reproduced the colour ranges featured,
there may be variations from print to the actual product.
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Design
your
own
Truedor

Why not try our exclusive door designer, and create your own
bespoke door, choose the Colour, the Glazing and the Hardware.
visit: www.truedor.co.uk
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For more than 30 years, IG Doors,
the company behind Truedor, has been
hand-crafting the finest quality doors using
tried and trusted techniques that are passed
on by experienced, skilled professionals.

Our Heritage
Founded in 1958

O

ur fully trained technical
engineers take great pride in
every doorset produced in our
workshops and are trusted to ensure
that nothing leaves the premises
without meeting strict quality criteria
and undergoing thorough testing.
IG was founded in South Wales
in 1958 and composite door
production began in 1979, since
then we have been supplying an
extensive range of high performance
external door sets from our
manufacturing facility in Cwmbran.
With a turnover of over £25m, we
employ over 180 people and are
one of the largest manufacturers
of composite doors in the UK,
producing over 2000 sets per week.

We have invested heavily in
improving manufacturing
capabilities and production
equipment over the years which is
how we are able to launch Truedor.
We stand out from our competitors
by offering a flexible and costeffective product range backed up
with outstanding service and long
experience.
All of our standard GRP composite
doors come with a ten year
manufacturer’s guarantee. But when
you’ve been in the business as long
as we have, our products come with
far more than just that, they are
backed by our reputation.

truedor issue one
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Crafted in Britain - the Truedor range is finished to perfection. What’s more, our range of high performance external
doors can be customised to your own specification. From the style and colour to the use of glazing and fixtures,
you can select from an impressive array of options to create your own bespoke, statement door. Truly Amazing.
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truly Crafted doors
— by specialists using
traditional skills and
cutting-edge technology
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george clarke —
introduces the Traditional range

TRADITIONAL
—YET
PROGRESSIVE
Glazing is a key feature
to any front door, and
the Truedor range of
Traditional doors is no
exception. It has a vast
array of glazing options
to suit each door style.

From afternoon tea
to cricket on the
village green, some
British traditions
are hard to beat.
This is because they have stood the
test of time and come to represent an
expression of ourselves.
There is something of the traditionalist
in all of us, as we celebrate the
strengths of British culture such as
art, design and manufacturing in
the furnishing of our homes. Crafted
in Britain, all our Traditional doors
are finished to perfection, whatever
the specification. From the style
and colour to the use of glazing
and fixtures, you can select from an
impressive array of options to create
your own bespoke door.
Knowing where to start in choosing the
right door for you can be a daunting
prospect, but with Truedor, it’s easy.

truedor issue one
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The Truedor online door designer is
a step-by-step guide to the various
feature combinations available. First
choose a door style, then play with
different glazing and colour selections
until you find the best look for your
home. The online designer then
enables you to view your preferred
door on an image of your own home.
The nineteen different door styles in
the Traditional range marry timeless
elegance and classic design. From
the beautifully understated, four panel
Cezanne to the striking and robust
Rembrandt, these versatile doors suit
a wide variety of house types and
residential environments.
The Traditional range proves ever
popular - with the largest number
of style options, it offers something
for everyone. But Traditional doesn’t
need to mean old fashioned and from
Truedor it genuinely means you are
getting the very best of British.

Traditional range

❝

Whether you live on a Victorian terrace or a modern development,
your home is as individual as you are and deserves a facade that makes
a unique statement. By choosing a modern, composite door you can
benefit from a wide variety of styles, sizes, colours, glazing and fixtures.
Exploring the available options gives you fresh ideas and ensures that
you arrive at a front door that is highly personalised and a
complete reflection of your tastes.
Yours Truly — George Clarke

❞
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Traditional range

5

7

8

6

1. Cezanne / Style: tr37
2. Cezanne / Style: tr04 / Glazing: Reflections
3. Cezanne / Style: tr32 / Glazing: French
4. Cezanne / Style: tr33 / Glazing: Strata

5. matisse / Style: tr01
6. matisse / Style: tr02 / Glazing: Gibson
7. matisse / Style: tr27 / Glazing: Retro
8. Rembrandt / Style: tr94 / Glazing: Numbers
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9

11

10
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12

Traditional range

15

13

16

14

9. Monet / Style: tr1E / Glazing: Reflections
10. Monet / Style: tr1F / Glazing: Gibson
11. Monet / Style: tr22 / Glazing: Obscure
12. Whistler / Style: tr29 / Glazing: French

13. Whistler / Style: tr86 / Glazing: Obscure
14. Gauguin / Style: tr06 / Glazing: Retro
15. Gauguin / Style: tr05 / Glazing: Obscure
16. Da Vinci / Style: tr1G / Glazing: French
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Style: TR04 / Colour: Jet Black / Glazing: Elegance

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Rosewood

Door styles

TR37

truedor issue one
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TR04

TR32

TR33

TR35

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Cezanne
With five styles and no fewer than nine glazing
options and several glass colour choices, the four
panel Cezanne makes a smart addition to any home.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR04	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
TR35	Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Strata / Flair /
		Diamond Cut / French / Elegance /
		Reflections
TR32	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Strata /
		Flair / French / Reflections
TR33	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Strata /
		Flair / French / Reflections
NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,
	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.
▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

	Green and Black.

Traditional
Etch

Retro ▼

Diamonds ◆
(Clear Bevel
shown)

Strata

Flair

Diamond
Cut

French

Elegance

Reflections
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Style: TR27 / Colour: Golden Oak / Glazing: Retro

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Door styles

TR01
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TR02

TR27

TR80

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Matisse
Available in four styles, all Matisse doors have
six panels, with the option to glaze either two or
four of the panels. A truly versatile door.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR02	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Prairie /
		Diamond Cut / Elegance /
		Reflections / Gibson

Traditional Etch

TR27	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Retro / Diamonds /
		Prairie / Diamond Cut / Elegance /
		Reflections / Gibson
NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,

	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.

▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

	Green and Black.

Retro ▼

Diamonds ◆
(Red shown)

Prairie

Diamond
Cut

Elegance

Reflections

Gibson
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Style: TR1E / Colour: Jet Black / Glazing: Reflections

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Door styles

TR1E
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TR1F

TR22

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Monet
The Monet is instantly recognisable with
its classic half moon glazed top panel.
The middle two panels can be glazed for
extra light or left solid for added privacy.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR1E	Clear / Obscure / Retro /
		Diamonds / Diamond Cut /
		Elegance / Reflections / Gibson
TR1F	Clear / Obscure / Retro /
		Diamonds / Diamond Cut /
		Elegance / Reflections / Gibson
Retro ▼

Diamonds ◆
(Red shown)

TR22	Clear / Obscure / Grid Lite Etch /
		Grid Lite Obscure

Diamond Cut

NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,

	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.

▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

	Green and Black.

Grid Lite Etch

Elegance

Reflections

Gibson

Grid Lite Obscure
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Style: TR29 / Colour: Jet Black / Glazing: French

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Woodstain Finishes

Pine
Green

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Door styles

TR29
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TR86

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Whistler
A statement door, the Whistler welcomes you home.
Whether you prefer Georgian design or a glazed
panel there are eight glazing choices.

Glass Options
Available glazing
TR29 	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Diamond Lead / Retro /
		Diamonds / Diamond Cut /
		French / Elegance / Reflections
TR86 	Clear / Obscure / Grid Lite Etch /
		Grid Lite Obscure
NOTES

Retro

▼

Diamonds
(Red shown)
◆

Diamond Cut

French

◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,

	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.

▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

	Green and Black.

Elegance

Reflections

Grid Lite Etch

Grid Lite Obscure
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Style: TR06 / Colour: Steel Blue / Glazing: Elegance

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Door styles

TR05
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TR06

TR36

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Gauguin
With a distinctive large glazed panel with two solid
ones beneath, the Gauguin makes beautiful glass its key
feature. There are eight glazing designs to choose from.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR05	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Grid Lite Etch /
		Grid Lite Obscure
TR06	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Diamond Cut /
		French / Elegance / Reflections
TR36	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead

Traditional Etch

Retro ◆

Diamonds ◆
(Red shown)

Diamond Cut

NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,

	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.

▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

	Green and Black.

French

Elegance

Reflections

Grid Lite Etch
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Style: TR1G / Colour: Jet Black / Glazing: French

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Door styles

TR1G
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Traffic
White

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Da Vinci
The Da Vinci makes the most of outside light
with a striking single glass panel with two small
solid panels beneath. Four glazing options are
guaranteed to make the right statement.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR1G	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead / 		
		Diamond Lead / Diamond Cut /
		French / Reflections / Simplicity

Diamond Cut

French

Reflections

Simplicity
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Style: TR94 / Colour: Steel Blue / Glazing: Numbers

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Door styles

TR94

truedor issue one
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Traffic
White

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Traditional range

Rembrandt
An example of truly traditional values. The Rembrandt is a
solid door, save for an exquisitely eye-catching glazed panel
around head height which can be used to feature the house
number or one of two glass designs.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR94	Clear / Obscure / Victoriana / 		
		Simplicity / Numbers

Victoriana

Simplicity

Numbers

truedor issue one
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george clarke —
introduces the cottage range

THE
COTTAGE RANGE
– STYLE WITH
SUBSTANCE
Cottage doors of
yesteryear were made
of timber, meaning that
over time they would
change shape and become
draughty. GRP composite
is available in Woodgrain
which delivers a natural
wood effect for added
authenticity yet will not
deteriorate like timber.

A LITTLE PIECE OF THE
COUNTRYSIDE IN ANY
SETTING
Country cottages are renowned for
oozing charm whilst affording a warm
welcome and an escape from the
most inclement weather. From their
flagstone floors and cast iron fireplaces
through to their tightly thatched roofs
and sturdy garden gates, the typical
British cottage is a safe haven and a
byword for expert craftsmanship.
Great care must be taken in restoring
and maintaining cottages to retain their
unique nature, with owners becoming
the custodians of their past and future.
Salvage yards can be a gold mine of
reclaimed fittings and furnishings
such as Victorian radiators and aged
railway sleepers.
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But finding entire sets of matching
windows or original front doors of any
quality is practically impossible.
With the Cottage range, Truedor makes
it possible to put a totally modern door
on to any character property in both
urban and rural environments.
The Turner door comes in six different
styles and no fewer than seven colours
and stains and eight glazing options.
It is finished with a classic ‘tongue and
groove’ appearance, reminiscent of a
sturdy and purposeful farmhouse door.
The Cottage range bring a sense of
the countryside to any home and
with a solid wood-look finish, delivers
substance without losing any of
the style.

Cottage range

❝

Character properties are perennially popular among home buyers
who are looking for a piece of history. These period houses usually offer
several original features which their owners seek to preserve. Even when
looking to renovate or improve these homes, attention to detail is key, so
modern fixtures with heritage overtones are the ideal solution.
Yours Truly — George Clarke

❞
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3

1

2
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Cottage range

4

6

5

1. Turner / Style: tr1h
2. Turner / Style: tr1j / Glazing: Traditional Etch
3. Turner / Style: tr1k / Glazing: Prairie
4. Turner / Style: tr1l / Glazing: Simplicity
5. Turner / Style: tr1m / Glazing: Clarity
6. Turner / Style: tr1b / Glazing: Reflections

truedor issue one
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Style: TR1M / Colour: Signal Red / Glazing: Traditional Etch

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Rosewood

Door styles

TR1H
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TR1J

TR1K

TR1L

TR1M

TR1B

Golden
oak

Cottage range

Turner
Available in six styles, including five glazed
options, the Turner has a ‘tongue and groove’ effect
which is reminiscent of a farmhouse door. It brings
a distinct rural feel to any property.

Glass Options

Traditional
Etch

Prairie

Diamond
Cut

Diamonds ◆
(Green shown)

Elegance

Reflections

Available glazing
TR1J	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Diamond Lead / Traditional Etch /
		Retro / Diamonds / Diamond Cut /
		French / Elegance / Reflections

Bullseye

TR1K	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Traditional Etch / Prairie /
		Diamond Cut / Elegance /
		Reflections

Traditional Etch

Simplicity

Traditional
Etch

Traditional
Etch

Diamonds ◆
(Blue shown)

TR1L 	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Traditional Etch / Diamonds /
		Simplicity / Bullseye
TR1M	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Traditional Etch / Diamonds /
		Elegance / Clarity
TR1B	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Traditional Etch / Prairie /
		Diamond Cut / Elegance /
		Reflections
NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Red, Blue,
	Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.
▼	Retro available in Red, Blue,

Diamond
Cut

	Green and Black.

Elegance

Elegance

Reflections

Clarity
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george clarke —
introduces the contemporary range

THE
CONTEMPORARY
RANGE – FOR A
TRULY MODERN
DOOR
Side and top panels
surrounding your door
frame can compliment
a Contemporary door
style. They allow more
light into the hallway
and work to maximise
the effect of modern
glazing features.
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A CONTEMPORARY
DOOR FROM MODERN
MATERIALS
Your front door provides the best
security for your castle. It protects you
from the extremes of British weather
and should offer true durability.
Choosing a new front door is a decision
you may only make once in your
home and you need to make it
with confidence.

Across the exquisite Mondrian and
Goya collections in the Truedor
Contemporary range, there are seven
smart door styles to choose from.
With an emphasis on geometric
glazing, these strikingly modern doors
make the right first impression,
every time.

Every door in the Truedor range is
made from GRP composite – a high
impact glass-reinforced polymer.
This material is strong, long-lasting
and affordable. Aside from those
benefits, there are many practical
reasons why we choose to work with
it. GRP composite won’t warp, split
or rust and can combine traditional
wood aesthetics with low maintenance
technology. With none of the
disadvantages of timber but the same
aesthetic appeal, why would we use
anything else?

If a Contemporary door style feels like
a radical departure for you, try the
Truedor online door designer to test
out the Mondrian and Goya in different
colours. Add one of the twelve different
glazing options that are available to
see how, with your own personal
touch, a Contemporary door can
suit most homes.

Contemporary range

❝

There has been a significant number of new homes built over the last
50 years. Often, these more modern houses need doors and windows that
are in keeping with the surrounding architecture. There is an increasing
number of exciting, contemporary doors and other fixtures available to
homeowners looking to give their post-war house a clean, fresh look.
These ultra new door styles provide instant sophistication to a home.
Yours Truly — George Clarke

❞
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3

1

2
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4

Contemporary range

5

7

6

1. Mondrian / Style: tr09
2. Mondrian / Style: tr17 / Glazing: Obscure
3. Mondrian / Style: tr1c / Glazing: Simplicity
4. Mondrian / Style: tr76 / Glazing: Reflections
5. Mondrian / Style: tr1d / Glazing: Retro
6. Mondrian / Style: tr61 / Glazing: Obscure
7. Goya / Style: tr13 / Glazing: Panache
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Style: TR1C / Colour: Jet Black / Glazing: Simplicity

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Traffic
White

Rosewood

Door styles

TR09
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TR17

TR1C

TR76

TR1D

TR61

Golden
oak

Contemporary range

Mondrian
With six smart styles to choose from, the Mondrian is the
definition of modernity. This door makes a focal point of
its stunning geometric glazing, providing even
more kerb appeal for your home.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR17	Clear / Obscure
TR61	Clear / Obscure
TR1C 	Clear / Obscure / Traditional Etch /
		Simplicity / Bullseye

Retro ▼
Traditional
Etch

Retro ▼
Diamonds ◆
(Red shown)

TR76	Clear / Obscure / Retro /
		Elegance / Reflections
TR1D	Clear / Obscure / Retro / Diamonds /
		Diamond Cut / Reflections
NOTES
◆	Diamonds available in Yellow, Red,

	Blue, Green, Grey and Clear Bevel.

Simplicity

Elegance

▼	Retro available in Red, Blue, Green

and Black.

Diamond Cut

Reflections

Reflections

Bullseye
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Style: TR13 / Colour: Pine Green / Glazing: Panache

Standard Colours

Jet
Black

Steel
Blue

Pine
Green

Woodstain Finishes

Signal
Red

Door styles

TR13
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Traffic
White

Rosewood

Golden
oak

Contemporary range

Goya
Almost fully glazed, the Goya is beautiful in
its simplicity. There are two subtly different
glazing styles which bring a signature
elegance to the front of any home.

Glass Options

Available glazing
TR13	Clear / Obscure / Square Lead /
		Diamond Lead / Clear Lines /
		Panache

Clear Lines

Panache
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Door Features

Truly Secure

Manufactured in Britain with
the utmost attention to detail,
each Truedor product is tested
to the highest recognised
standards of fire and weatherresistance, draught exclusion
and security capability. It
is a high performance door
because it is formed from GRP
composite (high impact glassreinforced polymer), combining
traditional wood aesthetics with
low maintenance technology.
In fact, apart from the
occasional wipe down, you can
simply enjoy your great-looking
door every day.

Our doors are fitted with high
security multi-point locking systems
as standard. These locks meet the
requirements of PAS 23/24 and are
tested in accordance with
BS EN ISO 9001 Quality Assurance.
To take the security of our doors to
an even higher level, we also fit our
specially designed dog bolt system
as standard. This involves two sets of
triple hinge bolts that secure the door
to the frame, protecting you against
intruders. In our design, we also aim
to make fitting composite doors easier.

Truly amazing.
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We can also supply a ‘split spindle’
option which further enhances security.
The door locks on the latch as soon
as the door is shut and requires a key
to unlock it from the outside. We can
also offer other door furniture as an
alternative if required.

Truly Friendly to the environment
IG Doors, the company behind
Truedor, recognises its important role in
conserving the environment for future
generations and aims to minimise its
impact on the environment. In particular,
the company gives attention to the
following areas of activity:
• Achieving full compliance with all
relevant legislation and regulations
• Minimising resource consumption
and waste generation through the
efficient use of raw materials, as far
as commercial opportunities allow
• Recycling will be actively encouraged
where technically feasible
• Improving energy and utilities usage
through sound management practice
• Increasing the use of sustainable
materials where possible, with
particular emphasis on timber
elements.

Through its sustainable waste
management policy, IG Doors has
reduced its consumption of materials,
encourages re-use and recycling and
the use of recycled materials. The
company currently recycles almost all of
the following materials: PVC and timber
offcuts, sawdust, mixed scrap metal,
cardboard, paper, polythene and ink
cartridges.
Following the introduction of the
Building Research Establishment’s (BRE)
EcoHomes environmental rating
scheme sponsored by the NHBC,
IG Doors has modified its production to
ensure that all products are compliant
and now carry EcoHomes identification.
Look for the name - every door will be
marked with the name on the hinge
edge - your assurance of compliance
with the Standard.
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Hardware &
accessories
TRULY SECURE DOORS – WE
TAKE YOUR SAFETY SERIOUSLY

We feature fully suited hardware as
standard. Our door handle is an attractive
looking product, which offers an ergonomic
design with no compromise on grip length.
The handle has been manufactured to an
extremely high standard with outstanding
product performance.
The letterplate has been designed very
much with aesthetics in mind with its simple
but elegant styling, designed to complement
any door and suited finishes with other
door furniture. The construction is unique
with pressed metal flaps that shroud the
surround from view.
The door knockers, numerals, eyeviewer
and lettering have been sensitively designed
to complement the features of any external
door face. Manufactured from 304 stainless
steel (with the exception of the eyeviewer
which is brass), the products offer
ultimate corrosion resistance
for ultimate performance.
Our doors are fitted with high security
multi-point locking systems as standard.
These locks meet the requirements of PAS
23/24 and are tested in accordance with BS
EN ISO 9001 Quality Assurance. We can
also supply a ‘split spindle’ option which
further enhances security. The door locks
on the latch as soon as the door is shut and
requires a key to unlock it.

GUARANTEES PEACE OF MIND GUARANTEED

Not only will your personalised door arrive
in as little as 5 days, but once fitted, the
doorset is guaranteed for up to ten years,
depending on the finish and paint selected.
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Lever / Pad handles

Letterplates

Knockers

Numerals

White

Black

Chrome

Gold

Lever / lever handles

Hinges

Tan

Brown

Security chains

White

Gold

Chrome

Note: White hinges only available on 5 day delivery
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frame details /
Sidepanels &
Toplights

Frame options

Single

Single
Toplight

Single
Sidelight

Single 		
Midrail
Sidelight

Double
Sidelight

Double 		
Midrail
Sidelight

Single Sidelight
& Toplight

Single Midrail
Sidelight & 		
Toplight

Double 		
Sidelight
& Toplight

Frame details
Maximum & Minimum sizes without frame extenders
		Low Aluminium		 4 sided
		Threshold			PVCu frame

Single Doorsets

			Standard 			Standard
No Sill		 PVCu Sill
No Sill		 PVCu Sill
Min Height (mm)
Max Height (mm)

1972		
2072		

2002
2102

2001		
2101		

2031
2131

Standard Door
Min Width (762mm Slab)
Max Width (914mm Slab)

826		
1002		

826
1002

826		
1002		

826
1002

776		
850		

776
850

776		
850		

776
850

Narrow Doors (TR35 TR36 TR80)
Min Width (688mm Slab)
Max Width (762mm Slab)
W AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY

ASSUMPTIONS
1.	The above is for the Spectus Elite 70 PVCu section only.
2.	As we are constantly working to improve our products,
these sizes may change and are given for guidance only.
3.	Certain designs do differ from this so please check before ordering.

Midrail Sidelight
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Double Midrail
Sidelight & 		
Toplight

Matching sidepanels

Sidepanels & Toplights
TRS1

TRS2

TRS4

Toplight

TRS8

TRS16

TRS17

For added individuality or to replace your doorset like
for like, we offer fully glazed sidelights or toplights, or
composite side panels to match the door. These are all
available as single or as a pair in a variety of styles.

Double Composite Sidepanels
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www.truedor.co.uk

IG Doors LTD
Blaenwern Avondale Industrial Estate
Cwmbran Torfaen NP44 1TY
t: 01633 627 190
f: 0800 0463457
e: hello@truedor.co.uk

